February 1, 2021

Tides & Times
Following Seas

As we near the mid-way point of February (yes, seriously), excitement and energy abound throughout the marina. With the
Christmas and New Year’s holidays a distant blip the rear-view mirror, we now round the turn heading into what is sure to be
another epic boating season—particularly if COVID vaccine inventory levels preclude most of us from taking our normal
summer vacations. After all, what better place to hunker down than the safety and solitude of our own boats? Indeed, demand
in boats and recreational vehicles remains at an all-time high, which doesn’t look to be changing any time soon—pandemic or
no pandemic. If you’re one of the lucky souls who already has a boat slip for the 2021 season, breathe a well-deserved sigh of
relief and get to work planning your summer cruising calendar. If you’re the happy new owner of, say, a 50’/60’/70’ Ocean
Alexander and are just now getting around to calling your friendly neighborhood marinas for summer moorage, may the
boating gods have mercy on your soul. Now to the latest marina scuttlebutt:



As of January 25th, operation of the FHM pump-out boat was transferred into the
very capable hands of Mike Kleinfeld, who currently lives aboard at the marina with
his lovely wife, Shelley, and Emma the German Shephard. Mike also works with
our friends at Freedom Boat Club and just completed his OUPV and 50-ton
captain’s courses at Flagship Maritime. Be sure to welcome him to the FHM family
if you see him around!



We’re pleased to announce an upcoming expansion and improvement of our
marina-wide WIFI networks, which is expected to commence in March. This
project will: replace existing antennae and access points with more modern equipment; increase the number of access points on the docks and consolidate all
existing AP names into one easy-to-use network. The system will also be able to

New FHM pump-out captain, Mike Kleinfeld.

automatically connect your device to the AP with the best signal, making the login
Welcome!
process much easier and more user-friendly. In short, overall coverage will be
significantly improved, with extra focus being given to areas with spotty signal (i.e. south of the bridge). Stay tuned for
more information regarding this exciting improvement!


Our N & O-Dock renovation project is also nearing completion, with slips likely being available for occupancy in early/midMarch. All pilings have been driven and all finger piers installed, with only utility work remaining. We anticipate having
N-Dock power up on or around Feb. 10th. We look forward to moving folks into their new homes soon!

See you around the marina.
Ian Wilkinson, General Manager
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Boating season is still a couple months away, but now is the time to prepare for the season. In addition to preparing
the boat, there’s preparation that you should do for yourself. If it’s been a while since you’ve been on the water,
now is a good time to refresh your knowledge of the rules of the road, practice safety drills in the unlikely event of
an emergency and train your crew, those who regularly boat with you. Like any other skill, boating skills can fade
when not actively used. Preparing early will ensure a much safer and happier cruising season. Below are a few links
to help you prepare for the season:
https://parks.state.wa.us/988/Boat-prepared
https://uscgboating.org/recreational-boaters/floating-plan.php
https://www.uscgboating.org/recreational-boaters/
Tarin Todd, MM

We’re open! We have what you need for enjoying
the Superbowl aboard your boat!
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HAPPY FEBRUARY! It’s a new year and a new opportunity to use your boat! Valentine’s Day is just around the
corner and what a perfect opportunity to put together a romantic outing on the water. A short cruise with lunch
and wine, or even staying at the dock and enjoying a mimosa brunch
while watching the world go by. The opportunities are endless.
What other boating adventures do you have in store this year? With a
vaccine actively being distributed, hopefully normal cruising, across the
border included, can resume this summer. Now is the time to start those
plans. Reservations at your favorite destinations can fill quickly, and with
the huge influx of new boaters this last year, getting reservations may only become more challenging.
As we head into spring in a couple months, we will be reaching out to
tenants whose boats could use a bath. Please help us keep the marina
clean and tidy by stopping by and giving your pride and joy a quick bath
now and then. With spring, also comes the rain showers that make our
state so beautiful, but also fill up your dinghy. Left unattended, they become breeding grounds for mosquitos and also all kinds of fun-colored
algae, dirt and grime. Help us out by periodically checking on your boat, she probably misses you anyway…
We have seen a drop in car break-ins in the area lately, but it is still important to remain vigilant. Do not leave items
visible in your car. This includes envelopes, charging cords, backpacks, or anything else you don’t want to disappear.
It takes just a second to break a window, so don’t give them a reason to break yours.
Spring is around the corner and that is usually when we see a lot of our seasonal tenants; we are excited to see you
all back around the marina!
Treat each other kind and I will see you on the docks,
Tarin

FOSS PHOTO OF THE MONTH
Thank you to Instagram user @tacomatonian for capturing one of
our marina residents, Tigger the cat. Can you find him?
The wonderful thing about Tiggers,
Is Tiggers are marvelous chaps.
They're loaded with vim and with vigor,
They love to leap in your laps.
They're jumpy, bumpy, clumpy, pumpy;
Fun, fun, fun, fun, FUN.
But the most wonderful thing about Tiggers,
Is I'm the only one.
Do you have a beautiful, interesting, or unique photo of the marina,
waterway, or Tacoma? Want it to be our next Foss photo of the month?
Send your submissions to: Melynda@fossharbor.com.
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Advice on Getting Your Partner to Love Boating as Much as You Do By Lin Pardey

Introduce your partner to boating gently. It

starts with those first experiences. If you're experienced yourself, go out
of your way to plan each boating day so your partner gradually builds
confidence in your skills and at the same time gains his/her own
confidence.

Candidly discuss the fear yelling creates
and the power it gives. Talk together about this scenario:

You're coming in to anchor, the wind gusting 25, engine thumping, a
dodger between you at the helm and your partner on the foredeck 30
feet from you. Your partner is, by necessity, facing away from you. How
can you make sure he or she hears you, without yelling? Practice helps.
Don't promise that cruising will be perfect. Yes, there will
Developing hand signals and wearing two-way radio headsets help some cou- be trips when dolphin guide you across sunlit seas. But not
ples. Lowering the dodger, adding more sound insulation to the engine room
every trip!
— all helpful. But what we found works best is practicing calling "very loudly"
and then having the other person repeat the order so that each person knows the other heard and understood. Finally, be
ready to accept that some instances of yelling are caused by your own tension/apprehension, real or imagined. Apologize
sincerely once the situation is under control and explain that no anger was intended so you can work toward developing
into a better boating team.

Give your partner (and yourself) room to make mistakes. No one does their best

when someone is coaching them constantly. By allowing for mistakes without letting it ruin your day, you'll also make life
afloat more pleasant for your partner. Boats are pretty tough machines. If you avoid $10,000 spray-on topside paint and
highly varnished toe rails, a chip caused by a misjudged dock approach becomes "just a little putty, a little paint, no big
deal." The knowledge that hundreds of eyes are on you as you come into the marina creates concerns and tension that
can turn you from a relaxed, coming-home-to-roost boater, to a matador about to be gored by a raging piling. Boats are far
easier to mend than broken relationships.

Don't make false promises about boating. Boating isn't always easy, and isn't always

romantic. Say it is and you're leading yourself astray, too. Furthermore, even the most sumptuous 45- or 50-footer will
never have the space or convenience of a small apartment on shore. So don't lure your partner afloat on the premise that it
will be more comfortable. Boating is physical. You must carry everything you use from the shore to the boat. You have to
store things so they don't get loose in a seaway. This means you'll always need to move one thing to get something else,
which is a hassle. When you actually set off on a cruise, learn to give each other physical and mental space. Be realistic,
and talk about it more as an intimate adventure that will connect you to nature.

Make and keep real promises about what boating can offer. Think beyond the

boat when you're trying to entice your partner into the boating life. Imagine what your partner loves to do, and
incorporate those interests into your time on the water. Do they love craft shows, antiquing, or art galleries? Then dinghy
ashore and stroll the shops with them in new towns you visit, for an example.

Contingency planning calms fears. One fear that eats away at some people is how they'd bring

the boat home should the engine and electronic gear give out, or something happens to the skipper. Some boating schools
now offer courses on how to bring your boat back into port alone, anchor, then contact assistance should a partner be out
of commission.

Be logical about boat maintenance. Simplicity is one way to cut down on maintenance. A

modest-sized boat helps. Learning to inspect gear and avoid breakdowns in advance helps. Once you leave the dock, it's
10 times harder to fix gear, because it's up to you to do it.
The top four ways that couples found to create a successful boating partnership were: establishing a sense of
interdependence; sharing the same boating goals; trusting each other when the going got rough; and
establishing good communication methods.
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FREE—Two recliner chairs.
We finally agreed on a new
sofa. Need a home for these
today! Super comfy and
large. Good for your mari-

Your ad here for FREE
Submit to:
melynda@fossharbor.com

na storage space, watching
the game, or napping. Call
or text Diana. 253-279-9233
Gate 8
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